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Volume of a query

 Volume of a query

 = frequency of searches = number of times the query is 

searched

 Who knows the TRUE volume of a query?

 no one, not even Google (see later)

 Keyword research tools

 They collect data on searches … from various sources

 Actually, only Google/SE can do it. 

 Others use clickstream data or meta-search engines.

 … and offer keyword research analytics

 query search volume

 related queries
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https://moz.com/blog/google-keyword-planner-dirty-secrets


Keyword volume/suggestion

 Google AdWords/Ads keyword planner

 adwords.google.com/ko/KeywordPlanner
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https://adwords.google.com/ko/KeywordPlanner


Keyword volume/suggestion

 Free version online:

 KeywordKeg https://keywordkeg.com/

 Ubersuggest https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest

 SearchVolume https://searchvolume.io/

 Answerthepublic https://answerthepublic.com

 Keyword shitter http://keywordshitter.com

 Commercial systems

 Hrefs https://ahrefs.com

 Semrush keyword research

https://www.semrush.com/features/keyword-research

 Keywordtool.io https://keywordtool.io
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https://keywordkeg.com/
https://neilpatel.com/ubersuggest
https://searchvolume.io/
https://answerthepublic.com/
http://keywordshitter.com/
https://ahrefs.com/
https://www.semrush.com/features/keyword-research/
https://keywordtool.io/


Keywords tools: trending searches

 Google trends

 www.google.com/trends
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http://www.google.com/trends


Volume of a query

 Who knows the TRUE volume of a query?

 no one, not even Google

 Why not?

 Too complex to keep counts of all distinct queries

 Approximated counting: count-min sketches

 V = true volume V0 = largest volume   U(0, 10-3)

 approximated volume X = V +  V0

 Estimation by keyword research tools may also introduce 

approximations

 How to model such an approximation?

 Estimation by keyword research tools may produce discrete 

values (range), not continuous values

 How to model such an setting?
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Collection of all queries

 Who knows the TRUE set of queries for a reference 

population?

 Population = domain + time + geo

 E.g., Italian searches of recipes in 2017

 No one

 At best, we can construct a sample of queries of the 

population

 Problem: how to do the sampling?
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Project: Objective

 Given a sample of a population

 recipes & cooking in Italian searches in 2017

 Premier League in UK searches in last 12 months  

 Estimate the number and total volume of queries in the 

population, for queries with at least v searches  

TWM
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Available data

 Population: recipes & cooking in Italian searches in 2017

 Sample of 121K queries

 Volume estimation for a subset of them:

 10.7K using Ubersuggest, 1628 using KeywordKeg, 11K using 

SearchVolume, 1950 using SemRush 

 Absolute volume

 Discrete volume: ranges

 121K using Google Trends (But only 18.5K are non-zero)

 Relative volume: 1.0 is set arbitrarily

 Question: can we estimate a scale from other datasets?
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New data (all groups contribute)

 Population: Premier League in UK searches in last 12 months 

 We have to generate sample queries

 How to do?

 See top web sites: 

https://serpstat.com/keywords/competitors/?search_type=keywor

d&query=premier%20league&se=g_uk

 See lists of teams, players, coaches, ...

 Combine the above

 results of team A vs team B

 referee errors in manchester vs liverpool

 ...

 And then to collect query volume estimates

 From Google Trends & others tools
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https://serpstat.com/keywords/competitors/?search_type=keyword&query=premier league&se=g_uk


Project: Steps

 Students work in non-competitive groups 

 Collect new data – can be done in parallel with the 

following other steps

 Assume a statistical model of the distribution

 Consider the continuous and/or the discrete case

 Check the model is consistent with the sample data

 Design estimators of parameters of the model

 Test estimators experimentally

 Use the model for answering the project objective

TWM
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Shared Google Drive directory

 Data for recipes & cooking

 Relevant scientific papers

TWM
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